Protect Your Side of the Story

Accidents happen. Make sure you’re covered with the HD Drive Recorder and have the evidence on your side.
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PRO-VISION
Make Sure You’re Covered.
We understand that video is the best way to protect your fleet from false claims. The DR-200 Drive recorder focuses on video quality first, ensuring that you’re covered no matter what happens.

✓ UNMATCHED SECURITY
The most secure recorder on the market with a full Locking mechanism to protect media, cables and mounting plates.

✓ COVER MORE WITH LESS
Providing a brighter picture, wider view and longer range in low-light situations, the Pro-Vision HD Drive Recorder uses the latest night vision technology to provide the best picture, even in total darkness.

✓ CAPTURE EVERYTHING
Not all accidents happen directly in front of the vehicle. That’s why we designed both built-in cameras to capture a 175-degree field-of-view, providing better coverage and ensuring crucial events aren’t missed.

✓ RECORD ALL THE DETAILS
The Pro-Vision HD Drive Recorder records 1080p High-Definition resolution on both built-in cameras and on an optional third camera.

Ready to Record.
Streamline the process of adding recording capabilities to your fleet.

PRE- AND POST-EVENT RECORDING
Give your videos context by retaining the footage captured before and after an event to ensure no crucial detail is missed.

AUTOMATIC WIRELESS OFFLOAD
The Drive Recorder can automatically upload your files when a vehicle gets within range of your Wi-Fi.

SIMPLE INSTALLATION
We’ve engineered the Drive Recorder to be easy to install—just plug it in and start recording.

YOUR SAFETY IS OUR VISION.